Police Report for APM 2022.
Please find below the Police Report for use at Snapes’ AGM on 26th April. I’m afraid I shan’t
be able to attend in person as I am working a day shift and have commitments with partner
agencies I can’t amend.
Total recorded investigations for Snape addresses between 12/04/21 & 12/04/22 – 20,
consisting of;
1 x Wildlife Crime (Killing of Deer)
3 x Theft
4 x Burglary ( 2 business and/or community, 2 residential dwelling)
2 x Assault
1 x Dog dangerously out of Control
2 x Anti-Social Behaviour ( 1 personal, 1 nuisance)
1 x Domestic Abuse
1 x Making off without payment
1 x Public Order
1 x Fraud
1 x Harassment
1 x Attempted interference with a motor vehicle
1 x Criminal Damage
This compares with the same period in 2021 when there were 10 recorded investigations for
Snape, an increase of 100%. This should be tempered with the fact that the preceding twelve
month period was during much more stringent Covid lock-down restrictions when crime
reduced nationally.
Crime trends in the Halesworth policing locality most recently have seen an increase in theft
offences where items which have seen their value escalate in recent weeks have become
especially attractive to criminals.
These include the theft of domestic heating oil, catalytic converters and scrap metal. Heating
oil theft in particular is an offence which usually occurs at the beginning of the winter season
when oil tanks are full. With the increase in the cost of heating oil, it is now worth the time of
criminals to steal smaller quantities.

We have also seen the theft of ‘heritage post boxes’ in the west of our area, not for scrap
value, but as historic items sold on auction sites. Prices can be as high as £500.
The lighter evenings are now seeing an increase in ASB and the Halesworth policing locality
has launched an internal operation in an attempt to curb increases before the summer months
when ASB traditionally reaches it’s peak. We are trying to ensure ASB incidents are dealt
with speedily and their investigation incorporates all means at Police and partner agency
disposal to deal with them.
I’d like to take this opportunity to remind you of the Suffolk Constabulary on-line crime
reduction resource, ‘First Principle, which can be found via this link to our website
https://www.suffolk.police.uk/crime-prevention-z.
If trying to contact Suffolk Constabulary, please opt for the on-line reporting tool from our
website first, before using the 101 telephone number here
https://www.suffolk.police.uk/contact-us/report-something. Reports are dealt with in exactly
the same way and you will avoid being placed in a queue.
Always dial 999 if you are reporting a crime being committed.
Regards,
Simon Green
PC 187,
Community Engagement Officer,
Halesworth Locality,
Halesworth Police Station,
Norwich Road,
Halesworth,
Suffolk
IP19 8HJ

